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My Ancestors

When I look back into the past, in my family, I invariably
find someone taking special interest in the literature ofmy tribe.
The reason for this may be that in our clan, particularly m my
family, we have'mun' and 'bongthing', equivalent of the'shaman
of an age gone by, both on my mother's and, particularly, on
my father's side. Normally, due to the requirements and the
demands ofthe profession, these 'mun' and 'bongthing' are the
ones who know how to read and write our 'Rong', or Lepcha
script. It may be pointed out here that these mun, and bong-
thing', due to their avocations, invariably turn out to be, and are
acknowledged as leaders of the community. Having been used
to their divinations and utterances, which are supposed to have
come from unseen powers above, our simple, backward and
primitive people readily take in whatever they say or do. In
normal life also 'mun' and *bongthing', are looked uponwith awe
and respect. Even today, even in this atomic age, their position
is the same. Literature has been one of the powerful means
which has given them a position more important than that of
other members of the community.

Whatever I have been able to find out about my family and
clan has been from the time-honoured pride, prejudices and usages,
passed down from generation to generation by my seniors and
elders. But I collected most of it from papers, records and books
of my youngest uncle, Dagi Pyong, known also as Rabdensing,.
and his uncle Nakphey, or Noorsing of Pakyong, in Sikkim. It
has been mentioned that, from the third generation down from
the patriarch Rengay, i.e., seven generations up from my owi*
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In the meantime, Rengay's eldest son Kazibo, and after bim
his grandson Kayzong, and later his great-grandson Jido, con
tinued looking after the ancestral home at Chyobo Kyong. Of
the two sons of Jido, Longu the younger, proved to be more
aggressive and more intelligent, and thus became the old man's
favourite. Hence, the elder son Wachung, maybe feeling hurt,
moved across to the adjoining area to the north-east. There,
near the first shed which he put up to house his little family, a
few fan-making palm trees, we call 'parvong' happened to be
growing. So his other relations from Chyobo and Ngassay
villages started calling him 'Parvong Anum' or Parvong brother.
Ultimately, this village of which he was the pioneer, came to be
called Parvong Kyong. This village is to the west of present-day
St. Augustine's School, and the St. Joseph's Convent of the
present-day Kalimpong town. Here also, we still find a few
families of our clan.

Longu, the younger brother of Wachung, who had been left
behind and who had taken charge of the ancestral hearth and
home, had only one son, Anto. Anto had four sons, Nobo,
Pasang, Samten and Samruk. Nobo, the eldest, had three sons,
Yongkha, Yando and Atang. Nobo died when his father was
still living. Pasang, the second son, let his father know of his
intentions of going back to Renjyong and started making pre
parations to go back to where his ancestors had come from.
But it was not till the time of his son Nakphe, the liter^teur of
whom I have spoken before, that he went and settled down at
Chalumthong of the Pakyong area in Renjyong or Sikkim.
Nakphe's connection with the royal family as tutor greatly
helped his changeover of residence. His descendants are still
thriving there. Thus, the third son of Ajyo Anto, and the
youngest, Samruk, held on to the ancestral assets at Chyobo.
Samruk died fairly young. He left behind a son, Tingbo. My
grandfather Taktshering was Samten's only son.

Speaking nostalgically about our old-time abode in Renjyong,
our older folks very often used to tell us stories of whatever
they had heard from their seniors. They used to speak of places
like the 'mara tam', the plain of epilepsy. This plain of epilepsy,
they said, was enclosed within three fairly steep slopes forming
a sort of a valley down below with innumerable small ponds. In.
our language 'mara' means epilepsy, and 'tam' means a flat
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piece of land. They said that epilepsy dropped down from the
sky during the night and settled down in these ponds, and hence
it was a place to be dreaded and avoided. According to our
primitive belief, these 'mara mung' or devils of epilepsy dropped
down straight from the stars high above. When we were young,
our grandfathers and grandmothers used to tell us the same
things, and occasionally drew our attention during cold wintry
nights, to white fleeting things rushing down towards the earth.
We used to be scared of these supposedly 'mara mungs'. Now,
of course, I know as an educated man, that these white things
•coming down were nothing but shooting stars, the meteorites.
Among other reminiscences, they made mention of the big bear
hunting expeditions among the 'chanden kung pazoke,' a forest
of criptomaria trees. They just took one, rather long thick, Y-
shaped stick with them; they would have the inevitable 'banpok',
a thick all-purpose Lepcha chopper with each one of them.
These hunts, strangely, turned out to be individual afl"air»
where man fought beast in a duel-like fashion. These big bears
could not climb trees. They were supposed to charge at their
enemies standing on their hind legs, with their necks slightly
twisted to make their nozzle turn on one side. They placed the
Y-stick on the ground at an angle, with the two prongs of the
Y-stick on top to receive the huge creatures' neck in the wedge.
Then, with the blunt side of the banpok, they hit the readily
and conveniently placed nose. The beast would invariably slump
down. They said that these expeditions were organised just to
obtain the 'Khibu', the gallbladder with the bile inside. This
Khibu was supposed to be a panacea, an all-purpose medicine
for all types of human diseases. They of course would bring
home the by-product, the meat. Apparently these were the things
missed by the emigrants, my ancestors in the new surroundings
where they had come and settled down.

My Clan
We Rongfolk, like the people of Scotland and similar places

are divided into clans or sub-tribes. Originally and normally we
•derive and acquire our clan names from the village or locality
where our ancestors had originally lived—such as Sadam-moo,
Namchu-moo, Kalhet-ram-moo, etc. The first part being.the
>aame of the village or locality, and the second part 'moo*
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meaning 'dweller of.' Therefore, originally coming from Rumtek-
Song areas of Renjyong or Sikkim, we were known as Rumtek-
Song-moo, 'the folks from Rumtek.' After a lapse of time, and I
suppose for convenience, the word Tek was gradually omitted
and we were simply known as Rumsong-moo. Alongside, up to
the time of my great grandfather Samten, and even up to a little
later, our family was occasionally referred to as Foodongmoo
also, i.e., the people of the fort or the palace. Foodong means
fort or the palace. This of course is understandable; our ances
tors Kayzong, Jido, Longu, Anto, right down up to great-grand
father Samten were employed as the representatives of the
Damsang Fort authorities.

Damsang Fort was the outpost and the sub-divisional head
quarters, directly under Dalim Fort the main headquarters for
the westernmost part of the kingdom of Bhutan. Then, later,
possibly after taking up jobs with the Government of Bhutan,
we find the prefix 'Fonyung' added on to our clan name, and
we came to be known as Fonyung-Ramsongmoo, the name by
which we are known now among our tribesmen. A little analysis
of the word 'Fonyung', just as any other pure Lepcha word,
throws light on the matter. Fo or Afo means teeth, and Nyung.
or Anyung means deep. Now the whole word 'Fonyung* means
'deep fanged', and this, in our 'tangbor' language obliquely
means stubborn or tenacious. The reason for assigning this rather
socially unwelcome quality to us, may be due to the occasional,
rather tougher, seemingly un-Lepcha attitude which, as adminis
trators, our ancestors had to take up with the other members of
the tribe. It is very likely that this nickname was given to one or
two of our elder folks, and ultimately it stuck to the clan as a
whole. I may say that I notice this marked characteristic among,
members of my family and relations, as well as among my
clansmen even now.

At present, in the composite society in which we have been
forced to live, we are by necessity compelled to use our claa
names. This is to avoid confusion and mix-up in our dealmgs
with the government administration, and while registering our
names in schools and other institutions. All our so-called
civilised names given by the Lamas after consulting horoscopes-
and working on othercalculations, always tend to be identical.
The ones born on a Sunday, invariably will be called Nima, the:
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ones seeing the light of day on a Monday, Dawa, if on a
Tuesday, Mikma and so on. To these will be added Tshering.
The same is the case with our Christian brothers who will have
common baptism names such as Peter, Mathew, Frederick and
so on. So, in order to distinguish one from the other, our clan
names have to be added on. To make matters worse, when the
British came, Western influence started affecting us all, and the
normal Sadam-moo, became Sada, Samyuk-moo became Simick,
Yang-moo became Young. Consequently, my clan Fonyung-
Rumsong-moo took up the Anglicised name and style of calling
ourselves Foning, the name by which I and my so-called edu
cated clansmen are known now.

Class, Category and Authority
My clan and family left the mainland of Renjyong orSikkimv

more than ten generations back settling down in Lepcha land
but later this part of our Mayel country came under the direct
rule of the Drukpas, or the Bhutanese people. Therefore, to get
a better insight of the times when my ancestors happened to be
living, a short account of the set up of our society as well as of
the system of government prevailing then would help.

Contrary to the general belief, and what has been said and.
written about us by foreigners and others, we Lepchas have no-
class, creed and ranking among ourselves. No one is big, and no-
one is small, there is no gradation as such. In our dealings with
our fellow beings, it is only the seniority of age that is consi
dered. Whatever our seniors utter or do is sacrosanct to us. The
word 'putcho', meaning clan or sub-tribe, used freely ia Sikkim
and the Illam side of Nepal is not a Lepcha word at all.
Similarly, the term 'Aden putcho' and 'Berfong putcho', the so-
called 'plebians' and 'patricians' are late innovations, they
came in with the advent of foreign influence and culture among
us This is particularly so after the introduction of feudalism by
our Tibetan rulers. The term "property" has a very vague con
notation for us; basically, and originally, everything is 'ours'
and not 'mine' alone.

The set up ofour society is such that ranking and gradation
is completely out ofplace; and it could be said with emphasis
that there never has been any acknowledgement of authority
save those of the seniors in our tribe. Contrary to what is
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the Tongsa Penlop and the Paro Penlop and, along with them,
all the Dzongp^ns, Neibus or the keepers of'dees' or smaller
forts were directly involved. They were locked in an internecine
civil war and did not have any time to bother about the out
lying parts of their kingdom. The once mighty Bhutanese array
that had conquered the whole of Renjyong, and which had gone
down south towards the Gangetic plains to stake Bhutani claim
upto Cooch Behar now lay badly disorganised. This was about
the time that the British stepped into the south and western
portions of Bhutan and took charge of the region. This was
after what I am inclined to call a 'sham war' of 1864, known
in history as the Bhutan War. The British-Indian Army met
with practically no opposition or resistance.

The annexation of this part of Bhutan had taken place
during ray great-grandfather Saraten's time, and by the time the
British had appeared, his rank, power and position had already
fizzled out. Then, when the new masters, the British reorganised
the administrative machinery, our family, which had served the
Government ofBhutan so faithfully and efficiently for quite a
number ofgenerations was considered to be part ofthe enemy
and, perhaps rightly, declared persona non grata. Another person,
locally known as Ajyo Aalo was picked up and empowered to
act as the new government agent. As compared to the power
and authority enjoyed by our ancestors under the Bhutanese,
he was a mere revenue or tax collector, endowed with a
minimum ofjudicial and administrative power. Later on, in the
new British administrative set up, the authority and power was
further decentralised, with each village handed over to a village
leader called 'Mandal', the chiefof the village.

My Grandfather
Tak Tshering, the only son of Ajyo Samten was my grand

father. He was born in the year of 'the tiger' Sathong Nam, i.e.,
two years after the Bhutan War, in the year 1866. When his
youngest uncle died fairly young, according to our Rong or
Lepcha custom, he inherited the wife Sangklong Indi of the
Katokmu clan, along with son Tingbo and two sisters. At that
time, Tak Tshering was only eighteen years old. Through her
he had two sons, Talyo, also called Kayzong, and Taiem, my
father, also called Lemsing, and two other daughters. My
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grandmother was a highly attained Mun. Later, when she found
that she was getting on in age, she, a:;cording to our tribal
usage and custom, brought her own very much youngerniece,
brother's daughter, Zyer Mit as his second wife. Through her
also, my grandfather had four daughters and one son, Dagi-
pyong also called Rapdensing. Through this uncle I picked up
most of our family jottings. Then, agam, when my grandfather
Tak Tshering died in 1918, Sangklong Indi, my senior
grandmother, now well advanced in age was given over to my
grandfather's nephew Dodo, the fourth son of the literateur
Nakphey of Pakyong in Sikkim. Thus, my grandmother was
married officially to the members of the same family of three
generations.

This tradition of taking charge of the widows by the younger
members of the family, and supplying substitute wives io the
widowers, as also of giving younger girls as second wives is
called 'Angop thap'. It may be pointed out here that if a woman
loses her husband, or vice-versa, he or she has to be supplied
with a life-partner. In our society, this is obligatory. Should the
elders of the man or the woman who has lost a partner, want
him or her to be released from this compulsion and obligation,
they will have to do so with an appropriate ceremony in front
of the elders of both the concerned families. The ceremony has
to be conducted preferably by a 'bongthing'. In his absence, by
an unconnected and respected senior man known to both the
families. This is seldom done, because, we consider the 'release'
ceremony as very shameful; we particularly do not approve of
those seeking release. For the whole clan of the family, it is
taken as a sign of degradation, as showing impotence.

Besides my grandmother's case, I give two more examples.
My aunty, Chyo Nom, Ajyo Nakphey's eldest daughter was
married to Sangay, the eldest son of Akhay Tshering, the village
headman. When he died fairly young, his very much younger
brother, Norbu Tshering took charge of the sister-in-law, along
with the two children from his brother, who later borethree more
children. When she felt and found the disparity of age between
herself and her second husband Norbu Tshering to be too great,
he broug ht her own neice, Nazyam, as second wife to her
husband. Nazyam was the eldest daughter of her own brother
Achee, the third son ofNakphey, the literateur. Another example
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to enjoy the fresh invigorating breeze of the streams and the
rivers. We did not hesitate to leave our hearth and home to
embrace mother nature. The case of my grandfather Tak
Tshering is a ,jgood example of this spirit. He was born and he
lived in the same big 'Dukaymoo' house constructed by his
grandfather Anto, on the same spot where many generations of
his ancestors had passed their time. His is a typical example of
what the people of my tribe had to suffer, and are still suffering,

•on account of this so-called modern civilisation.

The Exile

Prior to the advent of the British, when the Bhutanese were
the masters of this cut-up part of our Renjyong country of the
south-east where they ruled for over one and a half centuries, I
suppose, according to the needs of the time, no proper adminis
trative arrangements were necessary. But, no sooner had the
British set foot on the land, they began to demarcate the lands
as found under each individual's possession. Naturally enough,
ray great grandfather Samten whose family had been in occupa
tion of the area for generations took as much land as was
thought necessary for the maintenance of his family. So, during
Tak Tshering's time, he was a small landlord by present-day
standards. He had inherited a huge Dukeymoo house, many
heads of cattle, lots of goats, and riding and load-carrying
horses.

By the time Tak Tshering had taken charge of the house
hold affairs, Christian missionaries, backed by the Government,
nad established themselves on the land, and were expanding
fast. My grandfather, who was a 'bongthing' of some standard,
and his wife Sangklong Indi, a renowned Mun of the area, were

•coaxed and wheedled to accept this new creed. They could not
be convinced at all. Now, when they did not succeed in this, the
missionaries brought and planted a Lepcha convert within the

•community. He was a teacher-preacher of this new religion on
the land. After staying in different places in the village for some
time, he approached Tak Tshering with the requisite presents of

•chee, a carcass of a full grown pig and other items, and
requested him to let him have a small portion of his unused

-fallow land. He was granted his request; the big double-storeyed
house built by him on the spot given to him is still standing
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there today. This man's father had come from Ham side of the
Lepcha land, now the easternmost district of Nepal. He was one
•of the earliest pupils of the missionary school started by Rev.
MacFarlane in Darjeeling. The man, about the same age as
Tak Tshering, being an opportunist, and of an adventurist type,
soon established himself in the village as a personality of no
mean standing. This was made possible greatly through the
Government-backed Mission influence. As was expected, the
villagers, the shy and timid Lepchas, naturally enough being
suspicious, did not befriend him so sincerely. So, being an
intelligent and a clever man, he started making friends with the
migrant people from the Nepal side.

It was during the time of ray grandfather that the Christian
missionaries from Scotland had come and established themselves
in Kalimpong. This was in 1875. Prior to this, coming from
Gaya in Bihar State in the plains, they had established them
selves near what is now the town of Darjeeling. The mission
work was not much of a success there. Therefore, no sooner had
the tract of land east of the river Rongnyu or Teesta taken from
the Bhutanese and annexed they shifted their headquarters to
the newly acquired territory. Unlike the north and the west,
this part of the Lepcha land had not been affected either by im
migration or invasion. They found the population consisting
-almost entirely of the simple backward Rongfolk. The mission
aries found the place ideally suited for the purpose for which
they had come.

The mission of Rev. MacFarlane established its head-
•quarters on the saddle of a long sweeping ridge between the
Deolo and the Ringkingpong hills. They came and built schools
for both boys and girls, built a hospital, a church and quarters
for the mission workers. These buildings proved to be the
nucleus of the western type of houses to be seen later. Corrugat-

•ed iron-sheet roofing was introduced. Unlike the peep-hole types
of windows found in the houses of the Rongfolk, theirs were
big and wide, with panes to permit light in. More of such houses
•started coming up. Thus, the place later developed into the
}present-day Kalimpong town. From the initiative taken by the
missionaries, the Government started giving importance to the
place. Roads and bridges started linking this town with the out
ride world. More and more people from the Nepal side started
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never been taught to do such a thing by his forefathers and,
after death, when he went back •home', he would not have th^
heart to face them. This was his belief, the same as the beliefamong the members of his tribe, that after a person dies, his or

wherr"hl' '•'rec'ed back by the Mun. our priestess, to the place
anr,.« ^^ve the reunion with the souls of his
he tnlH th'" ® Further.
to leil i fu and cheated, and made
Kontti-hc '«f innocent and the great

fnH return one
children and grandchildren would still be there to endure and
frThJih^- ° This is another of ourtnbal beliefs that the sins of our forefathers would descend upon,
tne progeny.

As apattern of our social system and set up, we Rongfolk
hout^ Th ° communism among us. If someone'shouse gets burnt down, everybody comes and helps him to set
sentTtLT;^ advice or con-
Tf hk n IS"'faud set up an establishment
childrlnT"' ^u I® u manpower, including women andchildren come and help him to clear the forest, and build a
house for him. Similarly, in other difficulties or where according
to custom, amultitude has to be fed. as in weddin^ 'a^d dea^f
with them miutrfL^kinToir S be"°
whatever they consider necesLrv Burth °fit is sent in aday eZ
/• j ». oeiore tne actual ceremonv or even afew days earher. It is their contribution towards he^p^^^ouTAe
fncur ThnT?h "'required to

henTaV Th 'hmg becomes acommunity afifair. So,when Tak Tshering was vacating the house to go into exile,
everyon., came and helped him. He first moved his livestock and
belongings to the house of his brother-in-law down the valley in
Pashyor villap. There he kept his wives and children also forsome time. Instead of the permitted fifteen days, with the help
of his neighbour and others, he vacated the place and shifted
within nine days.

Tak Tshering. with some of his relations and dependants now
started roaming the vast forest area, looking for a suitable placet
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for his future abode. Exactly after five days, selecting what he-
considered to be an ideal spot for a house, and a good place for
the little cultivation he intended doing, he errected a temporary
shed and came back to Pashyor for his family and some of his.
livestock. He cut down trees and cleared the jungle and after
building a better house, settled down. Later, referring to him,
people started calling this place *Sait-Dang', meaning, 'the valley
of the wiped-out' because Tak Tshering's once prosperous family,.
living on the land for generations together, had virtually been
wiped-out. It may be noted that throughout the Lepcha land, be-
it in Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim or the Darjeeling District, the
names of'places invariably have a meaning attached to them.
Sananda—*bear's den!, Kurseong, originally Kursong, is the star
Venus or a variety of orchid, which is more likely because this,
white orchid is found in abundance in that area; Lebong in.
Darjeeling, famous for the smallest race-course in the world,,
was originally Lee-bong, which means a pear tree. Sait Dang is.
a low-lying valley, about twenty-two kilometres on the way to
Kalimpong town, across the river Teesta, and exactly opposite
the base station of present-day Samco, the Sumthar Multi
purpose Co-operative Society ropeway, an admirable venture,,
started by the Swiss Catholic Mission aimed at the improvement
of the condition of the Rongfolk of Tanyang, Sumthar,..
Yangmakum and other outlying areas.

At the time of Tak Tshering's banishment he had with him,,
besides his two wives, three unmarried daughters and his.
youngest son Dagipyong in his mother's lap. The elder daughter,,
was living with her husband in their own place. Of the two-
bigger sons, the elder Talyo, who was somewhat of a care-free
nature at the time, was living separately with his wife, and
although he did not join his father in exile, he maintained a
liaison between his father and the outside world.

Talem or Lemsing, the second son, my father, was at that
time in Patna in Bihar State, undergoing medical training to
become a doctor. He was among the few to be selected and sent
by the Government, as a stipendiary student. This, evidently,,
was the Government's plan to combat the local traditional
medicine-men, the 'Bongthings*. Their modus operandi was to use
charms, incantations, incence-burning, and sacrificing of
domestic birds and animals. The Government saw that it had.






